CrownFlake™ 1/4” has a large choice of colorful blend combinations for full flake coverage that will enhance the look of any floor.

Color approximates a close appearance of the actual color flakes. Factors such as texture, lighting, size and shape of the project, and application method may cause color variances. When color is a critical issue, it is recommended that actual chip or overlay samples be used for approval.
CrownFlake™ 1/4”

- F-104 Sand 1/4” Blend
- F-105 Chestnut 1/4” Blend
- F-106 Coastline 1/4” Blend
- F-107 Red Blend 1/4” Blend
- F-108 Blue Blend 1/4” Blend
- F-109 Deep River 1/4” Blend

Color approximates a close appearance of the actual color flakes. Factors such as texture, lighting, size and shape of the project, and application method may cause color variances. When color is a critical issue, it is recommended that actual chip or overlay samples be used for approval.